
Effective Teaching &Evaluation

Rationale: 
In my first year writing class, this 
activity begins a unit on Community 
Research Projects. It comes at a time 
when students are transitioning from 
thinking about their own writing prac-
tice to how writing circulates through 
groups, how genres are shaped through 
discursive practice and how writing 
practices also structure the ways com-
munities respond to issues. 

Goals: 
This activity is designed as a low stakes 
introduction to mapping as a way of 
choosing a theoretical approach, 
identifying a research question and 
forming initial plans for primary and 
secondary research. 

Potential for transfer: 
This activity is tailored to fit in a 
Writing about Writing FYC class, but 
some of its elements it could be adapted 
as a method to help business writing 
students think about developing back-
grounders and mapping a plan for de-
veloping research and project proposals. 

Instruction Time: Three fifty minute class periods. 
(One Lab Day and Two Instruction days) Could be 
adapted to fit in two instruction days as needed. 

Materials: Course readings, example for modeling. 
(Optional: Instructional handout or digital equivalent, 
poster board, markers, or demo in Lucidchart or Prezi.) 
For English 106 I created instructions with examples 
and blank activity system maps on the course website. 
For example instructions see https://engl106spring2015.
wordpress.com/2015/02/25/mapping-community-activi-
ties-practice-for-community-research-projects/

Relevant Course Readings: 
• “Unnframing Models of Public Distribution” by Jenny   
     Edbauer 
• ”Activity Theory: An Introduction” by Donna Kain and 
    Elizabeth Wardle from Writing About Writing
• “Speech Acts, Genres, and Activity Systems” by Charles 
    Bazerman from Writing About Writing
• “Orientations to Literacy” By Hillary Janks from 
    Literacy and Power
Day One Instruction: (Lab day)
Preparation: Design instructional handout or digital equiva-
lent. Review course readings. Prep Demo for modeling, either 
digitally or be prepared to draw it for students as you explain the 
assignment. Pair students if you do not want them to self-select 
groups. 

In Class: 
1) Briefly review Relevant Content from Course Texts
2) Frame general tasks of the Community Research Project
3) Explain Mapping Task: 
 •Students will identify a fictional community   
 they know well, then choose a theoretical approach,  
 or combination of approaches based on course 
 readings to map the community. 
 •Draw the map in tangible form using digital   
 tools or analog poster and markers
 •Develop research questions based on the 
 results of their mapping activities
 •Outline a tentative research proposal, including 
 possible sources/methods of primary and secondary  
 research. 
 •Present their findings to the class in short 3-5   
 minute presentations. 

Concept Lesson: Mapping Community Activities
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4) Model example: For my 106 example, I chose Harry Potter.  Using     
     Kain and Wardle’s Activity System approach as a start point I 
     identified possible subject positions: Dumbledore’s Army, Death     
     Eaters, Order of the Phoenix, etc. Model briefly, ask students to     
     help begin developing the map. 
5) Assign or allow students to self-select pairs or small groups. 
6) Group work, circulate and ask/questions based on student’s 
     progress. 
7) Before class ends recap task and set goals for next instruction day

Day Two Instruction: (Classroom Day) 
Preparation: Based on student progress develop process ques-
tions, analytical questions and examples of potential research ques-
tions to share with students. (Optional: Reserve lab space if needed) 

1) Begin class with questions from students
2) Guide students through possible questions about process
3) Allow students to resume group work (Optional: If many          
     students are working digitally, or using technology to design              
     presentations is a goal of the assignment, consider reserving         
     a lab for an extra computer day).
4) Go over second level reasoning questions and potential re          
     search questions. Guide discussion using students’ examples        
     for more concrete modeling. 
5) Before class ends remind students of the content they need to      
     finalize for informal presentations in class:
• What community did you choose?
• What Theoretical Approach did you take? Which   

pieces did you borrow from which authors and why (What is the 
research question that evolved from your mapping?

• What would be your initial approach to further research? What 
kind of primary and secondary research might you have to do to 
begin to answer your question?

questions for development 
based on English 106 class 

Process Questions: 

•Which approaches did you gravitate 
towards?
•How are you adapting one theoretical 
approach by incorporating elements of 
another
•What questions do you have about 
what I’m asking you to do?

Questions to help with analysis: 
 
•How does the moment in which your 
activity system is working affect the 
system? (Edbauer, Janks)
•What is still unclear? What ques-
tions would you need to ask to clarify 
components of the community? (Janks, 
Bazerman, Kain and Wardle)
•What are the social facts your com-
munity accepts as true? Which social 
facts in their ecology might be in con-
flict or dispute? (Bazerman) 
•What texts have to circulate in order 
for your community to exist? What are 
the exigencies? What are the rules and 
expectations of communication within 
the community you are examining? 
(Edbauer, Janks, Bazerman, Kain and 
Wardle)

•
General questions to prompt research 
question development: 

•To what extent is community pos-
sible if members don’t have agency? 
•How do communities redesign in 
response to social facts in dispute? 
•To what extent do communities form 
in response to an issue, and how do 
specific issues organize communities?
•To what extent are communities 
formed by (or regulated or main-
tained) the social facts they accept as 
true?

Day Three Instruction: 
Preparation: Prepare assignment sheets for Community 
Research Proposals. Be prepared to make connections 
between students thinking in informal presentations and 
the work they will do as they choose actual communities to 
investigate. 

In class:
1) Ask each group to present their work. 
2) Focus questions about their work on process and 
     research methodology. 
3) Help students understand developing a theoretical 
    approach to research based on scholarship
4) Help students think through practical questions related    
    to research methodology and planning. 

5)Have fun. 
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